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NEW QUESTION: 1
An engineer is implementing Cisco FTD in the network and is
determining which Firepower mode to use. The organization needs
to have multiple virtual Firepower devices working separately
inside of the FTD appliance to provide traffic segmentation
Which deployment mode should be configured in the Cisco
Firepower Management Console to support these requirements?
A. multiple deployment
B. multi-instance
C. single deployment
D. single-context
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer is deploying a centralized communications

infrastructure to a small, remote construction site that has
satellite-based internet connectivity. If the expected latency
is about 500 ms, which description of the user experience is
true?
A. minimal delay and conversation overlap
B. Phones will not complete registration to the centralized
cluster
C. no delay or conversation overlap
D. significant delay and conversation overlap
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is the default location for the McAfee
Agent configuration files?
A. System 32
B. My Documents
C. Common Framework
D. WindowsTemp
Answer: C
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